The last version of the program "Rail-Atlas" is 5.62 from May 4th, 2023

What is new in version 15.92 from May 4th, 2023

Ukraine
- According to the information of branch of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways"
  CTL from 28.04.2023&NAU00001& changes to the Contract for the provision of 
  services for the organization of freight transportation by railway 
  transport are made from 01.05.2023 


What is new in version 15.91 from April 28th, 2023

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the JSC "Kedentransservice"&NAK00006& informs about changing
  of rates for operation services of wagons of the JSC "Kedentransservice"
  used domestic transportation of containers from 27.04.2023


What is new in version 15.90 from April 27th, 2023

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans"&NAK00003& informs about changing
  of tariffs for owner services for inland, export, import and transit
  transportation of cargo from 01.05.2023
Belarus
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GPPT-T-16-01/GP/2019
  from 25.04.2023&NAK02019& makes addition to point 10 of part 2 of appendix 3
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 19.04 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.89 from April 21st, 2023

Kazakhstan
- The order of the Committee for regulation of natural monopolies of
  the Ministry of the national economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan № 50-OD 
  from 20.04.2023&NAK00050& changes MZhS tariffs announced by the order
  of the Committee for regulation of natural monopolies of the Ministry
  of the national economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan № 70-OD
  from 27.11.2020&KNK00070& from 27.04.2023


What is new in version 15.88 from April 14th, 2023

Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  12.04.2023&NAWR0001& decreasing coefficient for import transportation of
  cement is set from 18.04 till 30.06.2023
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 2/12 from 12.04.2023&NAW02_12& makes change and additions
  to the TP of Georgia from 12.04.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/1254 from 12.04.2023&NAW01254& informs
  about changing of the rate of the charge for tank preparation for loading
  on Turkmenbashi II station from 01.02.2023
Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-23097 from 12.04.2023&NAW23097&
  sets decreasing coefficients for transportation of some goods
  from 01.04 till 30.06.2023 
____
- The calculation of the period of delivery in the analysis mode
  of transportation has been added at the request of users. This feature
  is only available for domestic transportation in Russia.


What is new in version 15.87 from April 11th, 2023

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № 248-i from 
  07.04.2023&NAK00248& makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.04 till 30.06.2023


What is new in version 15.86 from April 7th, 2023

Ukraine
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-15/143 from 04.04.2023&NAU00143& 
  makes changes to part 2 of Tariff guide № 4 of Ukrainian railways
  from 04.04.2023


What is new in version 15.85 from April 5th, 2023

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/1118 from 04.04.2023&NAW01118& 
  informs about setting of tariff conditions for transportation 
  from 01.04 till 30.06.2023
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № 178-i
  from 03.04.2023&NAK00178& makes addition and change to point 9 of part 2 
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.04.2023
Kazakhstan
- The rates for operation services of wagons of the 
  JSC "Kedentransservice" according to the information of 
  the JSC "Kedentransservice" from 04.01.2023&NJK00001& have been changed
  from 03.04.2023
Ukraine
- According to the information of branch of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways"
  CTL from 30.03.2023&NMU00001& changes to the Contract for the provision of 
  services for the organization of freight transportation by railway 
  transport are made from 01.04.2023 
Formation plan
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CD-14/97 
  from 24.03.2023&NMU00097& makes changes to interstate formation plan 
  from 25.03.2023 in connection with the opening of temporary border 
  control point at railway station Berezino (Ukrainian Railway) – 
  Basarabyaska (Moldavian Railway)


What is new in version 15.84 from March 31st, 2023

TP CIS
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № 68-i 
  from 24.03.2023&NMK00068& makes changes to table 2 of subpoint 3.1.2.3 
  of TP CIS, table 3 of apendix 1, table 2, subpoints 1.2 and 1.4 of 
  point 1, subpoint 2.1 of point 2 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS 
  for 2023 freight year from 06.04.2023
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № 128-i from 
  30.03.2023&NMK00128& makes additions to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3 
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year
Tajikistan
- The letter of the JSC "Railway transport expedition" (the Republic of 
  Tajikistan) № 1700/05 from 31.03.2023&NMW01700& sets the value of the rate 
  of maintenance of goods in wagons and containers from 01.04.2023
- The letter of the JSC "Railway transport expedition" (the Republic of 
  Tajikistan) 1701/05 from 31.03.2023&NMW01701& sets increasing coefficient 
  to tariffs for transportation of all type of goods from/to Tajikistan 
  from 01.04 till 31.12.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № 126-i from 
  30.03.2023&NMK00126& makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 15.03 till 31.12.2023
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 10/10 from 24.03.2023&NMW10_10& makes changes
  and addition to the TP of Georgia


What is new in version 15.83 from March 29th, 2023

Russia
- Points 2&NMPR0014@P_2&, 4&NMPR0014@P_4&, 6&NMPR0014@P_6& of the extract from the protocol of the board meeting 
  of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 14 from 21.03.2023, that set the discounts 
  for transit transportation of some goods from the Republic of Belarus
  in the direction of Russian-Kazakhstan border crossing points with 
  further following Bolashak/Serxetyaka border crossing point, were 
  realized from 21.03 till 31.12.2023
- The extract from the protocol of the board meeting of the 
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 13 from 20.03.2023&NMPR0013& changes the tariff 
  level for transportation of some goods by railway transport within 
  the scope of price limits and makes changes to the resolutions of 
  the board of the JSC "Russian Railways" from 02.03.2020&KMPR007_&, from 13.12.2021&LDPR0056&, 
  from 14.12.2021&LDPR0057&
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-651/2023 from 23.03.2023&NMW00651& 
  specifies applying of coefficients set by points 1.20 and 1.22 of 
  the letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-26/2023 from 03.01.2023&NJW00026& when 
  calculating the rates for transportation of overall cargo loaded 
  on transporters


What is new in version 15.82 from March 27th, 2023

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 14 from 21.03.2023&NMPR0014& changes the tariff level 
  for transportation of some goods within the scope of price limits
  from 07.04 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.81 from March 21st, 2023

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/2371-sh
  from 13.03.2023&NMK02371& makes additions to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.02 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.80 from March 17th, 2023

Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 5/8 from 02.03.2023&NMW005_8& makes change
  to the TP of Georgia from 02.03.2023
Latvia
- According to the information of the LTD "LDZ CARGO" from 17.03.2023&NMW00002&
  the variable part of the freight fare is set from 01.04 till 30.06.2023
_____
- The ability to set wagon and container belonging by default - "Own"
  has been added at the requests of users.
  The default belonging is in the menu "Settings" - "Calculation
  settings".


What is new in version 15.79 from March 13th, 2023

Tajikistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/2292-sh from
  09.03.2023&NMK02292& makes addition to point 6 of part 2 of appendix 3
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/2110-sh from
  02.03.2023&NMK02110& makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.03 till 31.12.2023
Estonia
- According to the information of the Estonian railway (AS Operail) 
  from 09.03.2023&NMW00001& the additional tax connected with change of the price
  for fuel is set from 01.04 till 30.06.2023


What is new in version 15.78 from March 6th, 2023

TP CIS
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/2008-sh
  from 27.02.2023&NFK02008& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.04 till 30.06.2023
Russia
- The FSE MG RWT order № K-10/61 from 16.02.2023&NFC0061_& makes changes 
  to the Rules for the application of FSE MG RWT charge rates
  for maintenance and protection of cargo transported by railway 
  transport from 01.04.2023
Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 01.03.2023&NMW00000& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 13.03 till 31.03.2023
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 3/7 from 24.02.2023&NFW003_7& makes changes and 
  additions to the TP of Georgia
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/771 from 02.03.2023&NMW00771& 
  informs about setting of rates of the charge for guard of goods 
  requiring mandatory maintenance by the workers of Turkmenistan 
  railway in import, export and transit communications from 23.03.2023
Ukraine
- According to the information of branch of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways"
  CTL from 28.02.2023&NFU00002& changes to the Contract for the provision of 
  services for the organization of freight transportation by railway 
  transport are made from 01.03.2023 and coefficients for empty run 
  are set from 01.04.2023
Formation plan
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 4547/CD from 02.03.2023&NMG04547&
  informs that wagons from stations of West-Siberian, Krasnoyarskaya,
  East-Siberian, Trans-Baikal, Far-Eastern Railways and JSC 
  "Railways of Yakutia" to stations of Uzbekistan, Tadjik, Kyrgys 
  and Turkmen Railways and backwards are redirected via Lokot’ border 
  station instead of Kulunda border station until 31.05.2023


What is new in version 15.77 from February 28th, 2023

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 5 from 09.02.2023&NFPR0005& changes the tariff level 
  for transportation of some goods within the scope of price limits
Tajikistan
- The telegram of the Tajik railway telegraphic № 577 from 28.12.2022&MDW00577& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for some goods transportation 
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1859-sh from
  22.02.2023&NFK01859& makes changes and additions to point 15 of part 2 
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year 


What is new in version 15.76 from February 22nd, 2023

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1735-sh
  from 20.02.2023&NFK01735& makes additions to point 9 of part 2 
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year
Moldova
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1736-sh 
  from 20.02.2023&NFK01736& makes changes and additions to point 1.2 and 
  point 16 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year 
Russia
- The possibility to calculate the transportation of wagons with 
  readressing in communication with the Crimea has been realized


What is new in version 15.75 from February 17th, 2023

Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  15.02.2023&NFWR0001& decreasing coefficient for import transportation of
  cement is set from 10.02 till 30.06.2023
Kazakhstan
- The telegrams of the JSC "NC "Kazakhstan Temir Zholy" № GPZF/4508-I
  from 30.04.2022&MAK04508& and № GPZF/11627-I/2022 from 07.11.2022&MNK11627& inform about
  the procedure for calculating VAT for international transportation
  via the ports of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Ukraine
- The order of the Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine № 27 from
  13.01.2023&NJU00027& sets the rules of freight fare calculation for transit
  transportation
Formation plan
- According to the fax message of Council for railway transport of the
  Commonwealth Member States № DD-82 from 13.02.2023&NFE00082& changes to formation
  plan of freight trains have been implemented
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 3689 from 16.02.2023&NFG03689& 
  informs that wagons to Lithuania and transit through Lithuania are
  redirected via Gudogaj-sty’k (export) – Kyana (export) border stations
  instead of Stasilos (export) – Benyakone (export) border stations
  from 16.02.2023 until cancellation
Interface 
- The button "Update" in the window "Updating currency rates" has been
  moved to the bottom of the window near the "Apply" button at the 
  request of users


What is new in version 15.74 from February 13th, 2023

TP CIS
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1103-sh from
  01.02.2023&NFK01103& makes additions to appendix 1 and point 1.4 of part 2 of 
  appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.03.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GPPT-T-16-01/GP/2425
  from 03.02.2023&NFK02425& makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of 
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 15.02 till 31.03.2023
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1397-sh from
  09.02.2023&NFK01397& makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of 
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Kirghizia
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/1475-sh from
  10.02.2023&NFK01475& makes additions to point 11 of part 2 of appendix 3 of 
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Ukraine
- According to the information of branch of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways"
  CTL from 08.02.2023&NFU00001& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 09.02.2023
Formation plan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" telegraphic № 464 from
  09.02.2023&NFW00464& informs that wagons from stations of Uzbekistan, Tadjik, 
  Kyrgys and Turkmen Railways to stations of West-Siberian,
  Krasnoyarskaya, East-Siberian, Trans-Baikal, Far-Eastern Railways and
  JSC "Railways of Yakutia" and backwards are redirected via Kulunda 
  border station


What is new in version 15.73 from February 8th, 2023

Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway
  № 49N from 02.02.2023&NFW00049& sets fixed rates for transportation of coal
  on the routes Bigosovo (export) – Brest-Central’ny’j (export)/
  Bruzgi (export)/Svisloch’ (export) when tariffing according to
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year&TP23& from 01.02 till 31.12.2023
Kirghizia
- According to the information of the SE "NC "Kirghiz railway" from
  06.02.2023&NFW00000& decreasing coefficients for goods transportation at distance
  up to 30 km and special rate for transit transportation of containers
  as a part of container train or as a part of freight train from/to
  China were set from 01.01 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.72 from January 31st, 2023

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/942-sh from
  27.01.2023&NJK00942& makes addition to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3 of
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/941-sh from
  27.01.2023&NJK00941& makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of 
  TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport 
  from 27.01.2023&NFU0000D& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.02.2023
Formation plan
- The telegram of the branch of the JSC "Russian Railways""West-Siberian
  Railway" № 782/ZSIB from 25.01.2023&NJW00782& informs that wagons from stations 
  of West-Siberian, Krasnoyarskaya, East-Siberian, Trans-Baikal, 
  Far-Eastern Railways and JSC "Railways of Yakutia"
  to stations of Uzbekistan, Tadjik, Kyrgys and Turkmen Railways
  and backwards are redirected via Lokot’ border station instead
  of Kulunda border station till 30.04.2023


What is new in version 15.71 from January 27th, 2023

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 1004/22 from 19.12.2022&MDC01004& makes changes to
  the FAS order of Russia № 1150/19 from 28.08.2019&JUC01150& which set tariffs,
  charges and fare for the services related to the transportation of
  cargo and rules for their application when transporting by railway
  with the participation of two infrastructures of the FSUE "Crimean
  Railway" and the JSC "Russian Railways", from 04.02.2023


What is new in version 15.70 from January 24th, 2023

Russia
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/762-sh from
  24.01.2023&NJK00762& makes changes to point 2.1 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2023 freight year


What is new in version 15.69 from January 23rd, 2023

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/691-sh from
  20.01.2023&NJK00691& makes addition to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 11/1 from 13.01.2023&NJW011_1& makes changes
  to the TP of Georgia


What is new in version 15.68 from January 20th, 2023

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/570-sh from
  18.01.2023&NJK00570& makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2023 freight year from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 20.01.2023&NJW00001& special rates for import transportation of some
  goods are set from 01.01 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.67 from January 18th, 2023

- The ability to calculate return of an empty wagon without a container
  simultaneously with a calculation of a transportation of a loaded
  container was added. The detailed description in the point 3.5
  of "User manual".


What is new in version 15.66 from January 13th, 2023

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/67 from 09.01.2023&NJW00067& informs
  about changing the rate for ordering of customs transit declaration
  from 01.01.2023
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/232-sh from
  09.01.2023&NJK00232& informs about the change of the value of the coefficient
  established by point 1.4 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 
  freight year in case of transit transportation of aluminum in wagons
  from Tajikistan from 01.01 till 31.12.2023


What is new in version 15.65 from January 9th, 2023

Estonia
- The Cargo Transportation Fee Calculation Guide of AS "OPERAIL"
  for 2023 freight year&ES_23& has been realized
Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-23034 from 06.01.2023&NJW23034&
  sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation of wheat from 01.01
  till 31.12.2023 


What is new in version 15.64 from January 6th, 2023

Uzbekistan
- The changes were realized from 01.01 till 31.12.2023 according to
  the telegrams of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" 
  № NNtp-23005 from 30.12.2022&MDW23005&, № NNtp-23012 from 30.12.2022&MDW23012&, 
  № NNtp-23013 from 30.12.2022&MDW23013&, № NNtp-23015 from 30.12.2022&MDW23015&,
  № NNtp-23017 from 30.12.2022&MDW23017&, № NNtp-23018 from 30.12.2022&MDW23018&,
  № NNtp-23019 from 30.12.2022&MDW23019&, № NNtp-23020 from 30.12.2022&MDW23020&,
  № NNtp-23021 from 30.12.2022&MDW23021&, № NNtp-23022 from 30.12.2022&MDW23022&,
  № NNtp-23023 from 30.12.2022&MDW23023&, № NNtp-23024 from 30.12.2022&MDW23024&,
  № NNtp-23025 from 30.12.2022&MDW23025&, № NNtp-23026 from 30.12.2022&MDW23026&,
  № NNtp-23028 from 30.12.2022&MDW23028&, № NNtp-23030 from 03.01.2022&NJW23030& 
- The VAT rate was changed from 01.01.2023 according to the information 
  message of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Uzbekistan
  № 06/04-32/4304 from 30.12.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 16/1-11-28 from 05.01.2023&NJW0028_& 
  sets decreasing coefficients and rates for transit, export and import
  transportation from 01.01.2023
- "The list of charges for additional operations, concerned with cargo
  transportation (the OJSC "Demirellary")"&NJW00000& was realized for 2023
  freight year


What is new in version 15.63 from January 4th, 2023

Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-26/2023 from 03.01.2023&NJW00026& 
  sets coefficients for some transportation calculated by part 1 of
  Tariff Book "01-LTG CARGO" from 05.01 till 31.12.2023
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-27/2023 from 03.01.2023&NJW00027& 
  sets coefficients for some transportation calculated by part 2 of
  Tariff Book "01-LTG CARGO" from 05.01 till 31.12.2023
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-28/2023 from 03.01.2023&NJW00028& 
  sets coefficients for some transportation calculated by 
  Tariff Book "Tariffs for cargo transportation TKT-LTG CARGO"
  from 05.01 till 31.12.2023
Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-23001 from 28.12.2022&MDW23001& 
  sets the rules of freight fare calculation for export transportation
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-23002 from 28.12.2022&MDW23002& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation of raw sugar
  via the Keles, Xodzhadavlet border stations to Axangaran station
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-23003 from 28.12.2022&MDW23003& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation of raw sugar
  via the Karakalpakstan, Xodzhadavlet border stations to Istiklol
  station from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Kazakhstan
- The information of the JSC "Kedentransservice" from 04.01.2023&NJK00001& 
  informs about changing of rates for operation services of wagons 
  of the JSC "Kedentransservice" used for transit and import transportation 
  of containers via Dosty’k and Alty’nkol’ border stations and domestic
  transportation from 01.01.2023


What is new in version 15.62 from December 30th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/10029-sh from
  23.12.2022&MDK10029& makes changes to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2023 freight year 
Azerbaijan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/10136-sh from
  27.12.2022&MDK10136& makes changes to point 8 of part 2 of appendix 3 and appendix 6
  of TP CIS for 2023 freight year 
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/10182-sh from
  28.12.2022&MDK10182& makes changes to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2023 freight year 
Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian
  railway № 340N from 27.12.2022&MDW01BEL& sets from 01.01 till 31.12.2023:
  - coefficients to tariffs set by the resolution of Ministry
    of antimonopoly regulation and trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4
    from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& for transportation of some cargo;
  - coefficient to tariffs set by TP CIS for 2023 freight year&TP23& for 
    transportation of methanol in tank on the route Bigosovo (export) –
    Bruzgi (export)
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway
  № 357N from 30.12.2022&MDW02BEL& sets from 01.01 till 31.12.2023 coefficients
  to tariffs set by the resolution of Ministry of antimonopoly regulation
  and trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4 from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& for 
  transportation of crude oil in tank on distances 184 and 211 km
Armenia
- Tariff policy of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" for cargo 
  transportation by railway for 2023 freight year&ARM_23& was realized
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 29.12.2022&MDW00007& correcting coefficients for calculating of freight fare
  will be set from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-4918/2022 from 29.12.2022&MDW04918& 
  informs about the setting coefficients for transportation of own
  containers from 05.01 till 31.12.2023
Estonia
- Due to the lack of information about the tariffs of the Estonian Railway
  (AS Operail) for 2023, the tariffs valid in 2022 have been extended, 
  except for the additional tax connected with change of the price for fuel
- According to the information of the Estonian railway (AS Operail) 
  from 13.12.2022&MDW00007& the additional tax connected with change of the price
  for fuel is set from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Kirghizia
- Tariff Guide "Tariffs for cargo railway transportation in export,
  import, transit and inland communications" for 2023&TR23_KRG& was realized
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport 
  from 28.12.2022&NJU0000D& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.01.2023

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Ukraine
- The order of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № 316 from 21.12.2022&MDU00316& 
  makes changes to point 1 of part 1 of Tariff guide № 4 of Ukrainian
  railways from 21.12.2022

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.61 from December 27th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC 
  "Russian Railways" № 100 from 22.12.2022&MDPR0100& sets tariff rates and indexes to
  rates of TP CIS for 2023 freight year for transit transportation
  from 01.01.2023
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 42025/CFTO from
  26.12.2022&MDG42025& sets rates of charges for organization of works on Luzhskaya
  and Baltijsk stations and railway ferry complexes Ust’-Luga, Baltijsk and
  cost of transportation on railway ferry Ust’-Luga – Baltijsk
  from 01.01.2023
Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian
  railway № 340N from 27.12.2022&MDW01BEL& sets from 01.01 till 31.12.2023:
  - additional charges and fees connected to organization and implementation
    of transportation included into TP CIS for 2023 freight year&TP23&;
  - tariffs for works (services) connected to organization and
    implementation of export/import and domestic transportation not subject
    to the regulation of Ministry of antimonopoly regulation and trade
    of the Republic of Belarus

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC 
  "Russian Railways" № 100 from 22.12.2022&MDPR0100& makes change
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2022 to appendix&LDPR0061@TAB_3& of protocol of board meeting
  of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 61 from 22.12.2021 

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.60 from December 23rd, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 39377/CFTO from
  06.12.2022&MDG39377& declares rates of charges for additional
  services for transportation on train-ferries Kavkaz – Varna,
  Kavkaz – Samsun, Kavkaz – Poti from 01.01.2023
Uzbekistan
- Tariff policy of Uzbekistan railways for international cargo
  transportation for 2023 freight year&UTI23&
Poland
- Freight tariff of the JSC "PKP Cargo"&PKP_23& for 2023 freight year
- Freight tariff of LLC PKP Broad Gauge Railway Line Ltd&GT_LHS23&
  for 2023 freight year
ETSNG
- Changes to ETSNG have been implemented from 01.01.2023 according
  to appendix 18&PR77_P18& of the protocol of the 77th Council meeting
  for the railway transport of the Commonwealth Member States
  from 08.12.2022
Correspondence between NHM and ETSNG
- Correspondence tables between the NHM codes and the ETSNG codes
  are updated from 01.01.2023

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.59 from December 20th, 2022

Formation plan
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" from 14.12.2022&MDG00000& informs
  that wagons from stations of West-Siberian, Krasnoyarskaya, East-Siberian,
  Trans-Baikal, Far-Eastern Railways and JSC AK "Railways of Yakutia"
  to stations of Uzbekistan, Tadjik, Kyrgys and Turkmen Railways
  and backwards are redirected via the Lokot’ border station instead
  of the Kulunda border station till 31.01.2023

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 91 from 14.12.2022&MDPR0091& changes the tariff level 
  for transportation of some goods within the scope of price limits
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/9823-sh from
  15.12.2022&MDK09823& makes changes to point 4 of part 1 and to point 13 of part 2
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2023 freight year from 01.01.2023
Ukraine
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-15/500 from 12.12.2022&MDU00500& 
  makes changes to part 2 of Tariff guide № 4 of Ukrainian railways
  from 01.01.2023
Latvia
- Tariff for transit transportation of cargo KTT-LV&LDZ23&, applying
  from 01.01.2023
- Tariff for cargo rail transportation LDZ CARGO–01&23_LDZ&, applying
  from 01.01.2023
- According to the information of the LTD "LDZ CARGO" from 01.12.2022&MDW00001&
  the variable part of the freight fare is set from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
- According to the information of the LTD "LDZ CARGO" from 01.12.2022&MDW00002&
  coefficients of indexation are set from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
- According to the information of the LTD "LDZ CARGO" from 15.12.2022&MDW00006&
  coefficients to rates of tariff KTT-LV&LDZ23& for 2023 year are set 

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/9866-sh from
  15.12.2022&MDK09866& makes change to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3 of
  TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.12 till 31.12.2022
Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № 01/3231-22 from 19.09.2022&MSW00022& 
  sets special rates for export transportation of flour from Hamza,
  Yangier, Ably’k, Navoi, Kakir stations to Afghanistan from 08.08
  till 31.12.2022

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.58 from December 16th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian
  railway&MDW00BEL& sets from 01.01 till 31.12.2023:
  - fixed tariffs, coefficients to tariffs set by the resolution of Ministry
    of antimonopoly regulation and trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4
    from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& for transit transportation;
  - the rules for the application of tariff rates and coefficients set by
    decisions of Commission for transit transportation tariffed by 
    the resolution of Ministry of antimonopoly regulation and trade of 
    the Republic of Belarus № 4 from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4&;
  - fixed tariffs, coefficients to tariffs set by TP CIS for 2023 
    freight year&TP23&

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.57 from December 15th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 18/48 from 12.12.2022&MDW00048& makes additions and 
  changes to the TP of Georgia
Kazakhstan
- The information of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" from 14.12.2022&MDK00003& 
  informs about changing of tariffs for owner services for inland 
  transportation of cargo from 01.01.2023
- The information of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" from 14.12.2022&MDK00004& 
  informs about changing of rates for operation services of wagons 
  of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" used for transit and import transportation 
  of goods via Dosty’k and Alty’nkol’ border stations from 01.01.2023
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/9689-sh from
  12.12.2022&MDK09689& sets rates of additional charges according to ITT 
  on the Kazakhstan railway for 2023 freight year
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/9724-sh from
  12.12.2022&MDK09724& sets rates of additional charges according to UTT
  on the Kazakhstan railway for 2023 freight year
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-4756/2022 from 13.12.2022&MDW04756& 
  informs that coefficients effective till 31.12.2022 are prolonged until
  04.01.2023
Transnistria
- Tariff policy of the SUTE "Transnistrian Railway" for cargo
  transportation in international communication for 2023 freight year
&TPPR_23&

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.56 from December 9th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Lithuania
- Tariff guides 01-LTG CARGO&23LG& and TKT-LTG CARGO&LG_23&, Tariff Book of additional 
  services for cargo transportation PP-LTG CARGO&PP_LG_23& coming into
  force from 05.01.2023
Georgia
- TP Georgia for 2023 freight year&23GR&

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/822 from 01.12.2022&MDU00822&
  makes changes to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 21.11 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/823 from 01.12.2022&MDU00823&
  makes change to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 25.11 till 31.12.2022

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.55 from December 5th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The FSE MG RWT order № K-10/464 from 29.11.2022&MNC00464& declares the rates
  of charge for services of FSE MG RWT for maintenance and protection
  of cargo transported in wagons, containers by railway transport
  from 01.01.2023

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.54 from December 2nd, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The extract from the order of the JSC "Sakhalin Shipping Company" № 1321
  from 29.11.2022&MNC01321& sets tariffs for cargo transportation by ferries
  on the line Vanino – Xolmsk - Vanino from 01.01.2023
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 82 from 29.11.2022&MNPR0082& declares the rates
  of charges for readdressing and sealing from 01.01 till 31.12.2023
Kazakhstan
- The order of the Committee for regulation of natural monopolies of
  the Ministry of the national economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
  № 70-OD from 27.11.2020&KNK00070& sets MZhS tariffs from 01.01.2023
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/11619-i 
  from 07.11.2022&MNK11619& sets from 01.01 till 31.12.2023 raising coefficients
  for transportation of:
  - loaded inventory refrigerated containers of a length 40 feet
    and above 40 feet on inventory container platforms;
  - dangerous goods in containers;
  - inventory universal containers on container platforms for import
    communication
- According to the information of the JSC "Doszhan Railway" from 
  01.12.2022&MDK00001& the DTZh tariffs are set from 01.01.2023
Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  01.12.2022&MDWR0001& coefficients and additional charges for transit
  transportation are set from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  01.12.2022&MDWR0002& coefficients for export transportation are set from 01.01
  till 31.03.2023
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  01.12.2022&MDWR0003& coefficients for import transportation are set from 01.01 
  till 31.03.2023

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.53 from December 1st, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

TP CIS
- The Tariff policy of the CIS for 2023 freight year&TP23& without additional
  tariff conditions of some CIS countries declared by telegrams
- The letter of the LLP «KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/9337-sh
  from 30.11.2022&MNK09337& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.01 till 31.03.2023
Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" № 81 from 25.11.2022&MNPR0081& changes the tariff level 
  for transportation of some goods within the scope of price limits
  from 01.01.2023

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Formation plan
- According to the telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 28106/CD
  from 30.11.2022&MNG28106& changes to formation plan of freight trains
  have been implemented from 30.11 till 10.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport 
  from 28.11.2022&MDU0000D& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.12.2022

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.52 from November 25th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 797/22 from 11.11.2022&MNC00797& makes changes
  from 01.01.2023 to:
  - the FAS order of Russia № 1226/15 from 10.12.2015&FDC01226& that declares
    the level of indexation of rates of tariffs, charges and payment for
    cargo railway transportation and infrastructure services which are
    executed by the JSC "Russian Railways";
  - Tariff Book № 10-01&10_01R1& "Tariffs for cargo transportation and
    infrastructure services executed by Russian railways";
  - the FAS order of Russia № 408/22 from 26.05.2022 &MYC00408&
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC "Russian
  Railways" № 79 from 21.11.2022&MNPR0079& changes the tariff level for
  transportation of gas condensate within the scope of price limits
  from 01.01.2023 till 31.12.2030

Documents have been implemented for 2022 year:

Russia
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 37705/CFTO from 22.11.2022&MNG37705&
  informs about setting rate for transportation and payment for services
  for the use of infrastructure of LLC "Rubicon"
Belarus
- The order of the first chief deputy of the Belarusian
  railway № 878NZ from 16.11.2022&MNW00878& sets tariffs for services connected
  with the organization of transportation of containers from 17.11 till
  31.12.2022

Attention!
Calculating for 2023 requires change of calculation date


What is new in version 15.51 from November 22nd, 2022

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/3999 from 17.11.2022&MNW03999& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for transit transportation on the line
   Sarakhs – Farap with the implementation of the transshipping
  goods at the Sarakhs station from 01.10 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.50 from November 15th, 2022

Documents have been implemented for 2023 year:

Russia

- In accordance with the FAS order of Russia project from 03.11.2022&MNC00PR1&:
    - indexing for 2023 is realized; 
    - coefficients for export transportation of iron ores and
      concentrates are changed;
    - changes to the export transportation of coal are prolonged.

Attention!
Calculation for 2023 was added at the request of users.
To perform it you need to change the calculation date.


What is new in version 15.49 from November 11th, 2022

Russia
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 40865/CFTO from 22.12.2021&LDG40865&
  sets rates of charges for organization of works on the train-ferries
  between the Kavkaz, Kry’m and Kerch’ ports from 01.01.2022


What is new in version 15.48 from November 9th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/759 from 04.11.2022&MNU00759&
  makes additions to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS 
  for 2022 freight year
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/754 from 02.11.2022&MNU00754&
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 01.10 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.47 from November 3rd, 2022

Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport 
  from 31.10.2022&MNU000_D& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made 
Interface 
- The ability to calculate group and route consignment of rolling stock 
  as a cargo on its axles was added


What is new in version 15.46 from October 28th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/702 from 07.10.2022&MOU00702& 
  makes additions to point 2 of part 1 and point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 
  of TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.10 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport 
  from 27.10.2022&MOU00002& changes to calculating order of fare for using of 
  own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.11.2022
Interface 
- The display of the dialog boxes "Vehicle type" and "Consignment
  type" at the minimum sizes was corrected


What is new in version 15.45 from October 20th, 2022

Interface 
- The possibility of more simple set of calculations parameters and
  displaying the characteristics of wagons in the initial data input field
  for group and route consignment of wagons with the same characteristics
  and loading were realized at the request of users
Formation plan 
- The alternative plug-in route involving ferry lines in the directions of 
  Kavkaz-Kry’m, Kavkaz–Kerch’ was implemented


What is new in version 15.44 from October 17th, 2022

Interface 
- The minimum sizes of the dialog boxes "Vehicle type" and "Consignment
  type" reduced at the request of users
- The work of the calculation wizard is corrected for group consignment


What is new in version 15.43 from October 12th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The Tariff Guide (part 3) "The fare for the use of freight wagons and 
  containers, taxes for additional services related to transportation"&KZMOPR3& 
  coming into force from 16.10.2022 is updated


What is new in version 15.42 from October 10th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/7680-I
  from 05.10.2022&MOK07680& sets coefficients for rates for the use of locomotive
  traction during cargo transportation by the railway of Kazakhstan
  from 16.10.2022
- According to the information of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" from 07.10.2022&MLK00002& 
  tariffs for owner services for inland transportation of cargo are renewed
  from 16.10.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the Agency "Turkmen railways" № 16/1-11-3859
  from 01.10.2022&MOW03859& sets coefficients for transportation of some goods
  Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MSU00003& 
  changes to calculating order of fare for using of own wagons 
  of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.10.2022
Tariff guide №4
- Information about railway stations located in the territories of the LPR,
  DPR, Xerson and Zaporozh’e regions, not relevant and given according to
  as of September 29, 2022. Information about stations will be updated after
  changes are made to Tariff Guide № 4. The article 6 of the Agreements
  between the Russian Federation and the LPR, DPR, Xerson and Zaporozh’e
  regions announced a transitional period until January 1, 2026 for the
  settlement of integration issues.
_________
- The new dialog windows&RT_DLG& "Consignment", "Vehicle type", "List of wagons" are
  realized. The detailed information, how work with it, can be found in
  part 3 of the "User manual".


What is new in version 15.41 from September 28th, 2022

Russia
- The resolution of board meeting of the JSC "Russian Railways" 
  from 20.09.2022&MSRZD064& changes the tariff level for transportation of some
  goods within the scope of price limits
- The resolution of board meeting of the JSC "Russian Railways" 
  from 23.09.2022&MSRZD065& changes the tariff level for transportation of some
  goods within the scope of price limits from 08.10 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.40 from September 23rd, 2022

Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway № 234N
  from 20.09.2022&MSW00234& 
  - sets coefficient to rates of TP CIS for 2022 freight year for transit
    transportations of empty wagons via Ezerishhe (export) border station
    from 16.10 till 31.12.2022;
  - cancels fixed rate for transportations of liquefied gases, hydrocarbons
    on the routes Osinovka (export) – Brest-Central’ny’j (export)/
    Bruzgi (export)/Svisloch’(export) from 16.10.2022
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/7229-sh
  from 21.09.2022&MSK07229& informs about the rules of tariff calculation for
  transportation of new wagons
- According to the information of the JSC NC "Aktau Sea Commercial Port"
  from 21.09.2022&MSK00001& the rates of tax for cargo handling services
  are corrected from 01.10.2022
Estonia
- According to the information of the Estonian railway (AS Operail) 
  from 19.09.2022&MSW00004& the additional tax connected with change of the price
  for fuel is set from 01.10 till 31.12.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 4/38 from 16.09.2022&MSW04_38& makes changes to 
  the TP Georgia
ITT
- The OSJD Committee letter № III-108.ZA/22 from 21.09.2022&MSE00108& makes changes
  to transit distance tables of the Ukrainian railways from 28.09.2022


What is new in version 15.39 from September 16th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/625 from 15.09.2022&MSU00625& 
  makes addition to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 22.08 till 31.12.2022
Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 13.09.2022&MSW00002& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 01.10 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MSU00001& changes
  to calculating order of delivery period for using of own wagons 
  of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" were made from 12.09.2022


What is new in version 15.38 from September 12th, 2022

Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-3537/2022 from 08.09.2022&MSW03537& 
  informs about coming into force of the new edition of
  the Tariff guide TKT-LTG CARGO&LG_22O& from 08.10.2022
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-3487/2022 from 06.09.2022&MSW03487& 
  changes the tariff scheme for import, export and inland transportation
  of scrap metal in specialized wagons from 01.09 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.37 from September 6th, 2022

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC "Russian
  Railways" № 59 from 30.08.2022&MUPR0059& sets tariff rates for transit
  transportation of goods (except dangerous) in own containers on own
  platforms as a part of container trains from Belarus to third countries
  and backwards on the route Krasnoe – Ozinki/Kanisaj – Krasnoe via
  the border stations Bolashak/Serxetyaka from 01.08 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.36 from September 1st, 2022

TP CIS
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/576 from
  30.08.2022&MUU00576& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.10 till 31.12.2022
Latvia
- According to the information of the Latvian railways from 01.09.2022&MSW00001& 
  coefficients of indexation are set from 15.09 till 31.12.2022 
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/543 from 18.08.2022&MUU00543& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 01.08 till 30.09.2022


What is new in version 15.35 from August 31st, 2022

Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MSU0000D& 
  changes to calculating order of fare for using of own wagons 
  of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.09.2022
TP CIS
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/567 from
  29.08.2022&MUU00567& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.10 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.34 from August 26th, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 597/22 from 19.08.2022&MUC00597& prolongs the cancellation
  of decreasing coefficients for export transportation of coal
  till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.33 from August 23rd, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/6253-sh
  from 18.08.2022&MUK06253& makes additions to point 13 of part 2 of appendix 3
  of TP CIS for 2022 freight year


What is new in version 15.32 from August 19th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The information of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" from 19.08.2022&MUK00003& 
  informs about changing of rates for operation services of wagons 
  of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" used for transit and import transportation 
  of goods via Dosty’k and Alty’nkol’ border stations from 01.09
  till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.31 from August 17th, 2022

Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MLU00003& changes
  to calculating order of delivery period for using of own wagons 
  of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.09.2022


What is new in version 15.30 from August 5th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- According to the information of the JSC NC "Aktau Sea Commercial Port"
  from 05.08.2022&MUK00001& the rates of tax for cargo handling services
  are corrected from 01.08.2022


What is new in version 15.29 from August 3rd, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 347/22 from 05.05.2022&MYC00347& makes changes to
  point 2.23&10_01R2N@P_2_23& of Tariff Book № 10-01 "Tariffs for cargo transportation 
  and infrastructure services executed by Russian railways" 
  from 12.08.2022
Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 01.08.2022&MUW00001& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 01.07 till 31.07.2022


What is new in version 15.28 from July 28th, 2022

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC 
  "Russian Railways" № 49 from 26.07.2022&MLPR0049& makes changes to the appendix 2&KDPR0066@PRIL_2&
  of the protocol of board meeting of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 66
  from 04.12.2020 and to the part X&LDPR0056@P_10& of the protocol of board meeting of 
  the JSC "Russian Railways" № 56 from 13.12.2021
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-2949/2022 from 27.07.2022&MLW02949& 
  makes change to point 48.3&PP_LG_22@P_48_3& of part X of the Tariff Book 
  of additional services PP-LTG CARGO from 01.07.2022
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-14/467 from 25.07.2022&MLU00467& 
  makes addition to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 25.07 till 31.12.2022
Kazakhstan
- The Tariff Guide (part 3) "The fare for the use of freight wagons and 
  containers, taxes for additional services related to transportation"&KZMLPR3& 
  coming into force from 20.07.2022 is updated
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MUU0000D& the rates
  for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are set and 
  changes to calculating order of delivery period for using of own wagons 
  of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are made from 01.08.2022


What is new in version 15.27 from July 19th, 2022

Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 15.07.2022&MLW00001& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 01.08 till 30.09.2022


What is new in version 15.26 from July 13th, 2022

Russia
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC 
  "Russian Railways" № 43 from 06.07.2022&MLPR0043& makes changes to the part III
  of the protocol of board meeting of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 30&LEPR030_@P_3&
  from 28.06.2021
Kazakhstan
- According to the information of the JSC "Kaztemirtrans" 
  from 12.07.2022&MLK00002& tariffs for owner services for inland transportation
  of cargo are renewed from 01.08 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.25 from July 11th, 2022

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the Agency "Turkmen railways" № 16/1-11-2568
  from 07.07.2022&MLW02568& sets coefficients for transportation of some goods
  from 01.07 till 30.09.2022


What is new in version 15.24 from July 8th, 2022

Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 9/26 from 04.07.2022&MLW09_26& makes addition
  and changes to the TP Georgia


What is new in version 15.23 from July 5th, 2022

Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-2612/2022 from 30.06.2022&MEW02612& 
  makes change to the letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-5748 
  from 23.12.2021&LDW05748& for transportation of oil products calculated 
  by part 1 of Tariff Book "01-LTG CARGO" from 01.07.2022


What is new in version 15.22 from June 30th, 2022

Ukraine
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № C-3-91/1011-22 
  from 28.06.2022&MEU01011& sets coefficients to the Tariff book for
  cargo transportation by railway transport from 29.06.2022


What is new in version 15.21 from June 28th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/4865-sh
  from 27.06.2022&MEK04865& makes changes and additions to point 13 of part 2
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  28.06.2022&MEU00002& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 01.07.2022
ETSNG
- Changes to ETSNG have been implemented according to appendix 12&PR76_P12&
  of the protocol of the 76th Council meeting for the railway transport 
  of the Commonwealth Member States from 01.07.2022
Correspondence between NHM and ETSNG
- Correspondence tables between the NHM codes and the ETSNG codes
  are updated from 01.07.2022


What is new in version 15.20 from June 22nd, 2022

Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 21.06.2022&MEW00006& fixed rates and coefficients for transportation 
  of containers as a part of container train will be set from 01.07.2022
Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway № 166N
  from 21.06.2022&MEW00166& sets from 22.06 till 31.12.2022 for transportation of 
  methanol in tanks:
  - fixed rates on the route Zaol’sha (export) – Bigosovo (export) when
    tariffing according to TP CIS for 2022 freight year&TP22&;
  - coefficients to tariffs set by the resolution of Ministry of 
antimonopoly regulation and trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4 
from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4&
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 12/24 from 10.06.2022&MEW12_24& makes change
  to the TP Georgia from 01.04.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/1797 from 26.05.2022&MYW01797& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for transit transportation of coal 
  in wagons from Kirghizia on the line Farap – Turkmenbashi I
  from 20.05 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.19 from June 17th, 2022

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/288 from 14.06.2022&MEU00288& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 09.06 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.18 from June 15th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- According to the information of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation"
  from 03.06.2022&MEK00001& the additional route for transportation of wagons 
  with coal to Russia and their return via Kartaly' I border station 
  was set until 15.07.2022 


What is new in version 15.17 from June 10th, 2022

Russia
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 19025/CFTO from
  09.06.2022&MEG19025& sets rates of charges for organization of works on Luzhskaya
  and Baltijsk stations and railway ferry complexes Ust’-Luga, Baltijsk and
  cost of transportation on railway ferry Ust’-Luga – Baltijsk
  from 01.06.2022
Estonia
- According to the information of the Estonian railway (AS Operail) 
  from 10.06.2022&MEW00005& the additional tax connected with change of the price
  for fuel is set from 01.07 till 30.09.2022


What is new in version 15.16 from June 9th, 2022

Latvia
- According to the information of the Latvian railways from 02.06.2022&MEW00001& 
  the variable part of the freight fare is set from 01.07 till 31.12.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 14/23 from 03.06.2022&MEW14_23& makes changes and addition
  to the TP Georgia
Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  08.06.2022&MEWR0002& coefficients for export transportation are set from 01.07
  till 31.12.2022
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  08.06.2022&MEWR0003& coefficients for import transportation are set from 01.07 
  till 31.12.2022
Formation plan
- According to the telegrams of Council for railway transport of the
  Commonwealth Member States № DD-4/290 from 17.05.2022&MYG00290& and 
  № DD-4/313 from 03.06.2022&MEG00313& changes to formation plan of freight trains
  have been implemented


What is new in version 15.15 from June 2nd, 2022

Belarus
- The extract from the order of the chief of the Belarusian railway № 148N
  from 27.05.2022&MYW00148& sets coefficient to tariffs calculated according to
  the resolution of Ministry of antimonopoly regulation and trade of the
  Republic of Belarus № 4 from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& for transportation of methyl
  alcohol (methanol) at distance 169 km from 30.05 till 31.12.2022
Moldova
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/236 from 31.05.2022&MYU00236& 
  makes changes to point 16.1 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.07 till 31.12.2022
Russia
- Applying of additional index 0.9009 from point 8&MYC00408@PRIL_8& of appendix of
  the FAS order of Russia № 408/22 from 26.05.2022 &MYC00408& in calculation of
  transportation in inventory park wagons and in calculation of discount of
  transportation of kit wagon containers and as a part of container train
  was corrected


What is new in version 15.14 from May 31st, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 408/22 from 26.05.2022 &MYC00408& changes the level
  of tariffs calculated according to the rules of Tariff Book № 10-01
  from 01.06.2022
- The extract from the protocol of board meeting of the JSC 
  "Russian Railways" № 31 from 30.05.2022&MYPR0031& makes changes to the protocol
  of board meeting of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 59&LDPR0059& from 20.12.2021
  which set indexes to rates of TP CIS for 2022 freight year
  from 01.07.2022
TP CIS
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/230 from
  30.05.2022&MYU00230& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.07 till 30.09.2022
Ukraine
- According to the contract for the provision of services for the
  organization of cargo transportation by railway transport&MEU0000D& the rates
  for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" are set from
  01.06.2022 and the coefficients for empty run of own wagons of the
  JSC "Ukrainian Railways" in domestic communication are set
  from 01.07.2022
Correspondence between NHM and ETSNG
- Correspondence tables between the NHM codes and the ETSNG codes
  are updated from 01.06.2022


What is new in version 15.13 from May 27th, 2022

Russia
- The project of FAS order of Russia changing the level of tariffs 
  calculated according to the rules of Tariff Book № 10-01
  is realized from 01.06.2022
Belarus
- The extract from the order of the chief of the Belarusian railway № 141N
  from 20.05.2022&MYW00141& changes the tariff level for transportation of liquefied
  gases, cereals, seeds, dried vegetables tariffed according to TP CIS 
  for 2022 freight year from 20.06.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/194 from 20.05.2022&MYU00194& 
  makes change and addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 01.06.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the
  JSC "Georgian railway" № 18/21 from 20.05.2022&MYW18_21& makes change and addition
  to the TP Georgia
Harmonized nomenclature of goods
- The OSJD Committee letter № III-065.ZA/22 from 17.05.2022&MYE00065& makes changes
  and additions to the Harmonized nomenclature of goods from 01.06.2022


What is new in version 15.12 from May 20th, 2022

Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 20.05.2022&MYW00001& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 02.06 till 30.06.2022
Formation plan
- The telegram of Council for railway transport of the Commonwealth Member
  States № DZ-1559 from 12.05.2022&MYG01559& informs that wagons from stations of
  Novosibirskij, Kuzbasskij, Altajskij regions of West-Siberian Railway
  to stations of Uzbekistan,Tadjik and Kyrgys Railways and backwards are
  redirected via the Kulunda border station instead of the Lokot’ border
  station in May-June 2022


What is new in version 15.11 from May 16th, 2022

- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed


What is new in version 15.10 from May 11th, 2022

Belarus
- The extract from the order of the chief of the Belarusian railway № 136N
  from 06.05.2022&MYW00136& sets from 08.05 till 31.12.2022 to tariffs calculated
  according to the resolution of Ministry of antimonopoly regulation and
  trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4 from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& coefficient for
  transportation of propylene, light hydrocarbons in 1435 mm gauge wagons
  at distance 34 km 


What is new in version 15.09 from May 6th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/137 from 29.04.2022&MAU00137& 
  makes addition to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 25.04 till 31.12.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/139 from 29.04.2022&MAU00139& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 21.04 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.08 from April 29th, 2022

UTT
- The OSJD Committee letter № III-060.ZA/22 from 26.04.2022&MAE60_22& makes changes
  and additions to transit distance tables of railways of the Russian
  Federation from 15.05.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  27.04.2022&MAU00001& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 01.05.2022
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed


What is new in version 15.07 from April 25th, 2022

Belarus
According to official sources, the date of entry into force of the changes
is April 23rd, 2022.
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway № 30
  from 11.04.2022&MAW00030& and the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway 
  № 129N from 21.04.2022&MAW00129& come into force 23.04.2022


What is new in version 15.06 from April 22nd, 2022

Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway № 30
  from 11.04.2022&MAW00030& makes changes to the resolution of Ministry of
  antimonopoly regulation and trade of the Republic of Belarus № 4 from
  21.01.2021&LJW000_4& from 22.04.2022
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway 
  № 129N from 21.04.2022&MAW00129&:
  - sets coefficients for tariffs that were set by the resolution of 
    Ministry of antimonopoly regulation and trade of the Republic of
    Belarus № 4 from 21.01.2021&LJW000_4& for cargo transportation and the procedure
    for applying tariff conditions from 22.04 till 31.12.2022;
  - cancels from 22.04.2022:
    - coefficients, fixed tariffs and conditions of their applying that 
      were prolonged by the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway 
      № 413N from 30.12.2021&LDW00413&;
    - coefficients set by subpoint 1.1 of point 1 of the order of the Chief
      of the Belarusian railway № 390N from 13.12.2021&LDW00390&;
    - the procedure for applying tariff conditions set by the appendix 2 of 
      the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway № 58N from 24.02.2022&MFW00058&
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/114 from 20.04.2022&MAU00114& 
  makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 15.04. till 31.12.2022
Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 15.04.2022&MAW00003& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 01.05 till 30.06.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of
  the JSC "Georgian railway" № 11/16 from 15.04.2022&MAW11_16& makes change and 
  addition to the TP Georgia


What is new in version 15.05 from April 15th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/152-665
  from 13.04.2022&MAW00665& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation 
  of wheat from Kazakhstan via the Karakalpakstan border station to Nukus
  station from 07.04 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № UzZhDRG6/153-666
  from 13.04.2022&MAW00666& sets special rate for export transportation of flour
  from Nukus station to Afghanistan from 07.04 till 31.12.2022
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № NNtp-17/55 from 14.04.2022&MAW00055& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation of vegetable
  oil from 04.04 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.04 from April 11th, 2022

- Technical version


What is new in version 15.03 from April 8th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/137-152
  from 05.04.2022&MAW00152& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation 
  of wheat from Kazakhstan via the Keles border station to Urgench,
  Shavat, Bagat and Xanki stations from 01.04 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № UzZhDRG6/138-1277
  from 05.04.2022&MAW01277& sets special rate for export transportation
  of flour from Beruni station to Afghanistan from 21.03 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/136-1276
  from 05.04.2022&MAW01276& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation 
  of wheat from Kazakhstan via the Karakalpakstan border station
  to Beruni station from 21.03 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/134-1278
  from 05.04.2022&MAW01278& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation 
  of cargo to some companies from 16.03 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № 01/1068-22 from 05.04.2022&MAW01068&
  sets decreasing coefficients for transit transportations of onion
  in universal wagons from the Republic of Tajikistan on the routes
  Kudukli/Amuzang – Keles from 01.04 till 31.07.2022 and cancels
  the applying of the coefficients of point 2 of the telegram of the JSC 
  "Uzbekistan railway" telegraphic № 1937 from 23.12.2021&LDW00160@P_2& for above 
  transportations


What is new in version 15.02 from April 5th, 2022

Russia
- The extract from the order of the JSC "Sakhalin Shipping Company" № 360
  from 01.04.2022&MAW00001& sets tariffs for cargo transportation by ferries
  on the line Vanino – Xolmsk - Vanino from 06.05.2022
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/81 from 01.04.2022&MAU00081& 
  makes changes to point 4 of part 1 and to point 13 of part 2
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/72 from 31.03.2022&MMU00072& 
  makes additions to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/82 from 01.04.2022&MAU00082& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS
  for 2022 freight year from 01.04 till 30.06.2022
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/64-2402
  from 13.01.2022&MJW02402& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation
  of wheat, barley and corn from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/65-2407 
  from 13.01.2022&MJW02407& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation
  of food components and additives from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Uzbekistan railways" № UzZhDRG6/71-2546
  from 13.01.2022&MJW02546& sets decreasing coefficient for import transportation 
  of some cargo from 01.01 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 15.01 from April 1st, 2022

Mongolia
- Tariff guide № 1 "The rules of applying of tariffs for cargo 
  transportation on Ulan-Bator Railway (UBZhD)"&MMMON_TR& comes into force 
  from 27.03.2022
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed


What is new in version 15.00 from March 31st, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-15/122 from 28.03.2022&MMU00122& 
  makes addition to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
ITT
- The OSJD Committee letter № III-039.ZA/22 from 25.03.2022&MME39_22& makes
  additions to transit distance tables of railways of the Russian Federation 
  from 10.04.2022
UTT
- The OSJD Committee letter № III-038.ZA/22 from 25.03.2022&MME38_22& makes
  additions to transit distance tables of railways of the Russian Federation 
  from 10.04.2022
Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.99 from March 25th, 2022

Latvia
- The rules for the provision of principal service by LDZ CARGO&MMW00012&
  come into force from 01.04.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/908 from 17.03.2022&MMW00908& 
  sets the charge for wagons transposition at Sarakhs and Akyayla stations
  from 01.04 till 30.06.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  22.03.2022&MMU00001& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 01.04.2022
Estonia
- According to the information of the Estonian railway (AS Operail) 
  from 25.03.2022&MMW00006& the additional tax connected with change of the price
  for fuel is set from 01.04 till 30.06.2022

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.98 from March 16th, 2022

Armenia
- According to the information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" 
  from 16.03.2022&MMW00002& correcting coefficients for calculating of 
  freight fare will be set for the period from 01.04 till 30.06.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of
  the JSC "Georgian railway" № 15/10 from 11.03.2022&MMW15_10& makes change and 
  addition to the TP Georgia from 11.03.2022
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.97 from March 11th, 2022

Azerbaijan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/37 from 25.02.2022&MFU00037& 
  makes addition to point 8 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.02 till 31.12.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/38 from 25.02.2022&MFU00038& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/49 from 09.03.2022&MMU00049& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  09.03.2022&MMWR0001& decreasing coefficient for transit transportation of
  ore is set from 07.03 till 31.12.2022
Kazakhstan
- The calculation of the mixed consignment according to the rules of DTZh
  on the line Shar-Novoust'kamenogorsk was realized

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.96 from March 4th, 2022

Russia
- The calculation for transportation of containers according
  to the FAS order of Russia № 1587/21 from 30.12.2021&LDC01587& was corrected

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.95 from March 3rd, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 1587/21 from 30.12.2021makes changes to
  Tariff Book № 10-01 "Tariffs for cargo transportation and
  infrastructure services executed by Russian railways"&10_01R1& from 11.03.2022
TP CIS
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-13/36 from
  25.02.2022 г.&MFU00036& declares coefficients for recalculation of the swiss
  franc to euros and US dollars applying from 01.04 till 30.06.2022
Kazakhstan
- According to the information of the JSC NC "Aktau International Sea
  Commercial Port" from 02.03.2022&MMK00001& the rates of tax for cargo handling
  services are corrected from 01.03.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of
  the JSC "Georgian railway" № 4/8 from 25.02.2022&MFW004_8& makes changes to
  the TP Georgia from 25.02.2022
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.94 from February 28th, 2022

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/645 from 22.02.2022&MFW00645& 
  informs about the setting of special rates for the transit 
  transportation of containers as part of a container train 
  from/to China to/from/via Iran from 01.03 till 31.05.2022
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/646 from 22.02.2022&MFW00646& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for transit transportation of urea 
  in wagons on the lines Farap (export) - Turkmenbashi I Ferry (transfer)
  and Farap (export) - Turkmenbashi I (export) from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  25.02.2022&MFU00002& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 01.03.2022
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-846/2022 from 25.02.2022&MFW00846& 
  sets decreasing coefficient for import, export and inland 
  transportations of liquefied gas from 01.01 till 31.12.2022

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.93 from February 17th, 2022

Russia
- The extract from the resolution of board meeting of the
  JSC "Russian Railways" from 07.02.2022&MFRZD005& changes the tariff level 
  for transportation of some goods within the scope of price limits
  from 27.02.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of
  the JSC "Georgian railway" № 9/6 from 11.02.2022&MFW009_6& makes changes to
  the TP Georgia from 01.02 till 31.12.2022
_____
- The ability to calculate the payment for the freight transportation in 
  open wagons of different models as part of a group consignment was added.
  The detailed description in the point 5.7 of "User manual".

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.92 from February 15th, 2022

Russia
- The information of the JSC "Sakhalin Shipping Company" from 15.02.2022&MFW00003&
  sets tariffs for cargo transportation by ferries on the line 
  Vanino – Xolmsk - Vanino from 15.02.2022
Kazakhstan
- The order of the JSC "NC "Kazakhstan Temir Zholy" № 92 from 14.02.2022&MFK00092& 
  declares the method for calculating of freight fare
 for transportations
  of pressed hay and feed in domestic communication during the period from
  15.02 till 31.03.2022
_____
- The ability to automatically load currency rates was realized.
  You can enable the option in the "Configuring currency updates" tab 
  of the "Updating currency rates" window.
  The detailed description in the point 2.5 of "User manual".

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.91 from February 11th, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 1489/21 from 22.12.2021&LDC01489& makes changes
  to the FAS order of Russia № 1150/19 from 28.08.2019&JUC01150& "About the setting
  tariffs, charges and fare for the services related to the transportation
  of cargo, and rules for their application when transporting by railway
  with the participation of the infrastructure of the FSUE "Crimean Railway"
  and Sevastopol, as well as the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)"
  from 21.02.2022
Kazakhstan
- The letter of the LLP "KTZ-Freight Transportation" № GP/884-sh from
  09.02.2022&MFK00884& makes changes to point 4 of part 1 and to point 13 of part 2
  of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of
  the JSC "Georgian railway" № 8/4 from 28.01.2022&MJW008_4& makes changes to
  the TP Georgia from 01.03 till 31.12.2022
Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  10.02.2022&MFWR0001& coefficients for import transportation are set
  from 25.02 till 31.12.2022
Kirghizia
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-13/35 from 11.02.2022&MFU00035& 
  makes change to appendix 6 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.01.2022
_____
- The ability to print calculation results for forwarder, client was added.

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.90 from February 4th, 2022

Attention!
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be removed from the program soon.
Transfer necessary data from it to the new module "User conditions".


What is new in version 14.89 from February 3rd, 2022

The "User conditions" module designed to correct the calculation results
for the forwarder, client was realized.
Call of the module is made by hitting button file_0.png

file_1.wmf

 on the standard panel
or button file_2.png

file_3.wmf

 located in the upper right corner of the "Summary table".
The call is also available in the menu "Modules".
Detailed information about user conditions setting can be found in
point 6.10 of "User manual".
The "Special conditions for countries" block located in the "Calculation
settings" was deleted, and its data was automatically transferred to the
new module.
The module "Forwarding conditions" will be available for some time to be
able to transfer data, and then also removed from the program.

Russia
- The telegram of the JSC "Russian Railways" № 40866/CFTO from
  22.12.2021&LDG40866& declares rates of charges for additional
  services for transportation on the train-ferries Kavkaz – Varna,
  Kavkaz – Samsun, Kavkaz – Poti from 01.01.2022
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed


What is new in version 14.88 from January 28th, 2022

Kazakhstan
- The order of the JSC "NC "Kazakhstan Temir Zholy" № 203 from 27.01.2022&MJK00203& 
  declares the method for calculating of freight fare
 for transportations
  of pressed hay and feed in domestic communication during the period from
  24.01 till 31.03.2022
- According to the information of the JSC NC "Aktau International Sea
  Commercial Port" from 28.01.2022&MJK00005& the rates of tax for cargo handling
  services are corrected from 10.02.2022
Tajikistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/24 from 25.01.2022&MJU00024& 
  makes change to appendix 6 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.01.2022
- The telegram of the Tajik railway telegraphic № 338 from 24.12.2021&LDW00338& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for goods transportation via Amuzang 
  border station from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-395/2022 from 26.01.2022&MJW00395& 
  sets coefficients for transit transportation of meal from Kaliningrad
  Region from 01.01 till 31.12.2022 and import transportation of sulphur
  from 01.02 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  27.01.2022&MJU00011& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 01.02.2022


What is new in version 14.87 from January 26th, 2022

Ukraine
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/19 from 20.01.2022&MJU00019& 
  makes changes and additions to point 12 of part 2 of appendix 3 of 
  TP CIS for 2022 freight year
- The telegram of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CCO-15/20 from 21.01.2022&MJU00020& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for export transportations of ferrous
  metals from Sartana, Mariupol' and Mariupol'-Sortirovochny'j stations
  to Mariupol'-Port (export) station depending on average monthly volume
  of transportations


What is new in version 14.86 from January 21st, 2022

Moldova
- According to the information of the SE "Railway of Moldova" from
  20.01.2022&MJWR0001& coefficient for transit transportation of loaded 45 feet 
  containers will be set from 01.02 till 31.12.2022
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the JSC
  "Georgian railway" № 7/2 from 14.01.2022&MJW007_2& makes changes to
  the TP Georgia from 14.01 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  19.01.2022&MJU00005& the rates of charges for executing of works (services) 
  connected to preparation of control documentation for goods transit 
  on the territory of Ukraine will be set from 20.02.2022


What is new in version 14.85 from January 18th, 2022

Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/14 from 14.01.2022&MJU00014& 
  makes addition to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.03.2022
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/13 from 14.01.2022&MJU00013& 
  makes additions to point 4 of part 1 and to point 9 of part 2 of
  appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 14.84 from January 14th, 2022

Tajikistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/8 from 12.01.2022&MJU00008& 
  makes change to appendix 6 of TP CIS for 2022 freight year from 01.01.2022
Uzbekistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/10 from 12.01.2022&MJU00010& 
  makes additions to point 9 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Ukraine
- According to the information of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" from 
  14.01.2022&MJU00003& the rates for using of own wagons of the JSC "Ukrainian 
  Railways" are set from 14.02.2022


What is new in version 14.83 from January 12th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/233
  from 29.12.2021&LDW00233& sets decreasing coefficients for import
  transportation of some cargo from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/226
  from 29.12.2021&LDW00226& sets decreasing coefficients for transit
  cargo transportation from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Belarus
- The extract from the order of the Chief of the Belarusian railway 
  № 394N from 17.12.2021&LDW00394& sets from 01.01 till 30.06.2022
  fixed tariff for transportation of liquefied gases from Tobol’sk station
  on the route Osinovka - Gudogaj via RZhD/PKP border stations tariffed
  according to TP CIS for 2022 freight year&TP22&
Georgia
- The extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the JSC
  "Georgian railway" № 1/1 from 06.01.2022&MJW00001& makes changes to
  the extract from the resolution of Council of directors of the JSC
  "Georgian railway" № 4/46 from 05.11.2021&LNW00046& and to the TP Georgia
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2022


What is new in version 14.82 from January 10th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/223
  from 29.12.2021&LDW00223& sets decreasing coefficients for transportation
  of coal and wood cargo depending on the distance of transportation
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Turkmenistan
- "The list of charges for additional operations, concerned with cargo
  transportation (the OJSC "Demirellary")"&LDW00011& was realized for 2022
  freight year
_____
- The basis of wagon numbers, used in function "Wagon type definition
  according to the Rules of operating and accounting automated system",
  was renewed


What is new in version 14.81 from January 7th, 2022

Uzbekistan
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/242 from 30.12.2021&LDW00242& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for transit transportation of some cargo from
  01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/220 from 29.12.2021&LDW00220& 
  and the telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNtp-17/253
  from 31.12.2021&LDW00253& set the rules of freight fare calculation for export 
  transportation from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNTP-17/256 from 31.12.2021&LDW00256& 
  sets the rules of freight fare calculation for import transportation of
  poultry meat in wagons of refrigerated section from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
- The telegram of the JSC "Uzbekistan railway" № NNTP-17/261 from 05.01.2022&MJW00261& 
  sets decreasing coefficients for import transportation of cement exported
  from Republic of Tajikistan from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Turkmenistan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/1 from 04.01.2022&MJU00001& 
  makes changes to point 15 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022
  freight year from 01.01 till 31.03.2022
- The letter of the OJSC "Demirellary" № 24-04/39 from 05.01.2022&MJW00039& 
  informs about setting the charge for guard of goods requiring mandatory
  maintenance by the workers of Turkmenistan railway, for transportation on
  the territory of Turkmenistan in export-import and transit communications
  from 01.01.2022
Kazakhstan
- The information of the JSC "Kedentransservice" from 07.01.2022&MJK00001& 
  informs about changing of rates for operation services of wagons 
  of the JSC "Kedentransservice" used for transit and import transportation 
  of containers via Dosty’k and Alty’nkol’ border stations and domestic
  transportation from 01.01.2022


What is new in version 14.80 from January 4th, 2022

Russia
- The FAS order of Russia № 1561/21 from 29.12.2021&LDC01561& makes changes
  to the FAS order of Russia № 1226/15 from 10.12.2015&FDC01226& that declared
  the level of indexation of rates of tariffs, charges and payment for
  cargo railway transportation and infrastructure services which are
  executed by the JSC "Russian Railways" from 11.01.2022 
Lithuania
- The letter of the JSC "LTG Cargo" № SD(CARGO)-5865 from 31.12.2021&LDW05865& 
  sets coefficient for transportation of potassium chloride from Russia to
  Kaliningrad Region from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Azerbaijan
- The letter of the JSC "Ukrainian Railways" № CM-12/377 from 29.12.2021&LDU00377& 
  makes change to point 8 of part 2 of appendix 3 of TP CIS for 2022 freight
  year from 01.01 till 31.12.2022
Armenia
- The information of the CJSC "South Caucasus Railway" from 30.12.2021&LDW00010& 
  declares the rate for import transportation of grain cargo and oilcake
  from 01.01 till 31.12.2022

